
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of analyst, data
analytics. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for analyst, data analytics

Provide input in setting the direction for enterprise data strategies that
support the long term business vision
Analyze and refine key metrics of onsite web behavior to establish baselines
and provide performance analysis
Prepare periodic and ad hoc reports and dashboards to include summary,
trending, key observations and recommendations for decision makers at all
levels of the business
Perform hands-on analysis of web analytics data and assess performance of
tools and marketing campaigns
Work on project teams to implement new capabilities, insuring that proper
tracking and reporting is delivered
Understand and remain current with emerging measurement and analysis
techniques for digital marketing and social media
Analyzes and interprets trends and patterns in complex data sets, identifies
areas of improvement, communicates results, and offers potential solutions,
such as new business processes, training methods or technology changes
Cleans, transforms, validates and models data to understand and drive
business/performance results
Designs audience-specific reports or tools to easily digest data
Monitors and interprets financial information, researches and reports on
factors that influence IT performance

Qualifications for analyst, data analytics

Example of Analyst, Data Analytics Job Description
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5-7 years’ experience working with ETL (Informatica preferred) and Reporting
(Business Objects preferred) in an Enterprise Data Warehouse environment
Knowledge of Netezza, Oracle, or SQL Server a plus Other
Post-Secondary education (University Degree, College Diploma or equivalent)
or equivalent experience in an analytical role via Product, Finance, Risk
Management or Sales or Business Development
Knowledge of key database systems including SAS, A3, Cognos
Uuderstanding of integrating information from 3rd party sources (examples
include DealerTrack Network, Routeone, FiServ)
StrRobust data and analytical skills to understand the business and help drive
strategies and validate assumptions


